
Proactively Prevent Customer 
Churn & Increase Lifetime Value

NICE Enlighten AI Feedback



When high-value customers churn, it can have a devastating ripple effect on your 
business. Using powerful AI, NICE Enlighten AI Feedback helps you take a proactive 
approach to identifying at-risk customers and transforming them into net promoters.

Balancing customer retention and operational efficiency

Informed conversations. 
Frictionless experiences. Powered by AI.

Customer loyalty is more tenuous than ever and most customers will switch after just one bad 
experience. That churn can cost your company tens of millions of dollars, or more, in lost revenue.  

And since highly-satisfied customers will buy more, retaining high value customers is key to increasing 
lifetime value and maintaining or growing your market share.

But without the right tools to identify and take agile action on at-risk customers, how can you balance 
the need to improve customer service and retention, while also driving operational efficiency?

1      | Source: 2019 Global Findings: Customer Experience (CX) Transformation Benchmarks, NICE inContact

84% of consumers are very
likely to switch to another 
company if they’ve had a bad 
customer service experience.1

87% of consumers are willing
to buy more if they have an 
exceptional customer service 
experience.1
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Informed surveys

Contextual survey responses

Closed loop opportunities

Saved customers

Overcome customer 
satisfaction blind spots

The modern, AI approach 
to churn prevention

Today’s demanding, digital-first consumers are turned off by 
impersonal approaches and are seeking a frictionless experience. 
They expect to provide feedback conversationally, on-the-fly, and 
get their issues resolved quickly. If it becomes at all cumbersome, 
they just move on. This leaves companies with huge blind spots 
when it comes to identifying potential churn risk.

Expanding upon NICE Satmetrix Voice of 
the Customer, NICE Enlighten AI Feedback 
eliminates customer satisfaction blind spots 
and proactively prevents customer churn—at 
scale—so you can retain more high-value 
customers and operate your contact center 
more efficiently. 

The innovation uses powerful AI and analytics 
to identify and close the loop with at-risk 
customers using friendly, hyper-personalized, 
contextual, conversational surveys that 
consumers actually enjoy. 

NICE Enlighten AI Feedback makes the process 
easy and delivers informed conversations, so 
you can transform more high-value customers 
into loyal promoters—with fewer costly 
callbacks, and less hands-on intervention.

Contact centers 
using AI 
capabilities achieve 
3.5x greater 
annual increase 
in customer 
satisfaction rates 
and 11.5x decrease 
in service costs.2

2     | Source: The ROI of Real-Time Agent Guidance: How AI Helps Align Agent Performance with Customer Expectations; Aberdeen, August 2020

Net Promoter Score, Net Promoter, and NPS are trademarks of 
NICE Systems, Inc., Bain and Company, Inc., and Fred Reichheld. 

Key Benefits:

• Reduce churn

• Retain high-value customers

• Increase lifetime customer value

• Prevent costly repeat calls 

• Increase contact center efficiency

• Increase customer loyalty & NPS®
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How it works:
1. AI identifies negative sentiment and churn risk

Pre-trained, out-of-the box AI models continually analyze and 
interpret every customer interaction, without bias or human 
listening, to spot unresolved issues, negative sentiment, and 
customer churn threats. This takes the burden off your team 
so they can focus on optimizing operations and delivering 
exceptional experiences.
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2. Personalized, contextual surveys close the 
loop, prevent costly repeat calls

Using hyper-personalized, contextual, conversational 
surveys, the system proactively closes the loop with at-
risk customers—at scale—so your team can preemptively 
take the right action, at the right time, to keep customers 
happy and loyal.

Jenny was really nice and talked to me 
for a while but I still have terrible picture 
quality. I might have to switch to satellite or 
streaming to get value from this new TV.

A technician visit will likely resolve 
your picture quality issue. May a 
manager contact you to set up a visit 
at no cost to you?

OK great, a manager will 
contact you within the next 24 
hours. Would you prefer a call, 
email or text?

Yes

Text
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Picture Quality

Identified Churn Risk
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Informed conversations that drive 
frictionless experiences
Conversations shouldn’t be robotic, even if 
they’re automated. You wouldn’t ask a friend, 
"How did you enjoy our party, on a scale from  
1 to 5?", so why talk to your customers that way? 
NICE Enlighten AI Feedback leverages rich 
customer data to create informed conversations 
that sound not just human, but friendly, so 
you can follow up, at scale—all without human 
intervention.

The first comprehensive 
AI framework for 
customer engagement
NICE Enlighten AI out-of-the-box 
predictive behavioral models deliver 
focused insights specifically for 
customer engagement, combining 
industry-leading, patented 
technology derived from 20+ years 
of industry experience, research, 
and market leadership with the most 
comprehensive interaction database 
in the world. It is unique in its ability 
to interpret and infer from every 
interaction and transform subjective 
behaviors, decisions, and outcomes 
into actionable insights and agile 
engagements you can trust. 

Truly Transform Customer Experience
Eliminate customer satisfaction blind spots, increase loyalty, and empower your team to take 
a proactive approach to preventing costly churn with NICE Enlighten AI Feedback.

NICE Enlighten AI Feedback


